Suzuki grand vitara parts diagram

Precautions in Diagnosing Trouble General Service Procedure Information Precautions for
Disassembly and. General Description Automatic Transmission Description Brake Interlock
System Description On-Board Diagnostic System Description Schematic and Routing Diagram
Automatic Gear Shift Table Bearing and Race Installation Diagram Component Location
Electronic Shift Control System. Components Location Diagnostic Information and Procedures
Transmission Warning Light Operation. Check Vehicle is Equipped with Engine. Diagnosis
Connector DTC Table DTC Check DTC Clearance Fail Safe Table Scan Tool Data Visual
Inspection Road Test Manual Road Test Stall Test Time Lag Test Line Pressure Test Engine
Brake Test No Gear Shift to 4th Gear No Lock-Up Occurs Transmission Warning Light Circuit
Check -. Switch ON Vehicle is equipped with. Vehicle is equipped with engine. Circuit
Malfunction Circuit Low Temperature Sensor "A" Circuit Low Temperature Sensor "A" Circuit
High Circuit No Signal No Signal Stuck ON Solenoid-A Stuck ON Solenoid-B Stuck ON Control
Circuit Low Control Circuit High Memory Check Sum Error Suzuki grand vitara automobile
owner's manual pages. Page 2 5-ii Table of Contents Page 3 Table of Contents 5-iii Page 4:
Precautions Precautions: Also, the power circuit of cleared as well as checked by using SUZUKI
scan these sensors is not shorted to the ground. Transmission Fluid or kerosene using care not
to allow ATF or kerosene to get on your face, etc. The torque converter is a 3-element, 1-step
and 2-phase type and is equipped with an electronically controlled lock-up mechanism. Page 8
One-way clutch Overdrive clutch 5. Second coast brake 9. One-way clutch No. Intermediate
shaft 2. Overdrive brake 6. Second brake Overdrive one-way clutch 3. Forward clutch 7. TCM
communicates control data with each control module as follows. Diagnostic information can be
checked and erased by using a scan tool. Page 16 1 and stores malfunction DTC in its memory.
Engine 6. Transmission warning light vehicle is Shift solenoid valve-B equipped with engine
diagnosis connector 2. Transmission 7. MIL vehicle is not equipped with engine Pressure
control solenoid valve Go to Step Is there any faulty condition? Final confirmation test Go to
Step 6. It should be modified according to conditions characteristic of each market. Step 2.
Page Dtc Clearance 5A If NG, replace. Malfunction of input shaft speed sensor Inspect.
Malfunction of output shaft speed Inspect. Faulty clutch or brake Inspect clutch and brake. If
any parts are faulty, replace them. If NG, replace valve body assembly. Pressure control
solenoid valve circuit Inspect circuit for open, short and intermittent. If NG, repair. Output shaft
speed sensor circuit faulty Inspect circuit for open, short and intermittent. Excessive shift
shock Engine abnormal condition Inspect and repair engine. Malfunction of shift solenoid valve
No. Repair combination meter power supply 1 Turn ignition switch ON. Page 53 Check
transmission range sensor switch circuit for Intermittent trouble. Go to Step 5. Is check result
satisfactory? Check visually input shaft speed sensor and clutch Intermittent trouble. Go to
Step 2. Check input shaft speed sensor circuit Go to Step 4. Go to Step 3. Go to Step 4. Page 74
Go to Step 5. Page Repair Instructions 4. Manual lever assembly 2. Removal Otherwise select
lever knob is damaged. Manual selector assembly 6. Manual selector assembly mounting bolt 7.
Manual select lever nut : I5JB0A Interlock cable for LH steering vehicle Key cylinder for LH
steering vehicle Interlock cable for RH steering vehicle Key cylinder for RH steering vehicle 5
Pull out lock button 1 of selector side cable end 2. Oil hose No. Oil pipe No. Radiator 4. When
replacing them, be sure to note the followings. Check transmission fluid temperature 8 Remove
solenoid valves. TCM consists of highly precise parts, so when handling it, be careful not to
expose it to excessive shock. Torque converter mounting bolt No. Transmission to engine bolt
Output shaft speed sensor Engine earth cable bolt : After tightening torque converter mounting
bolt No. NOTE 1 Extract torque converter. And remove oil filler tube and dipstick. Use care not
to loose rotor stop key. NOTE Confirm direction of bearing and bearing race for reassembly.
IYSQ 27 Remove retaining ring 1 , planetary gear assembly leaf spring, bearing and bearing
race. IYSQ 35 Remove cover plate 1. Oil pump body oil seal 4. Seal ring : 7. Oil pump cover
O-ring 5. Oil pump body : Do not reuse. Oil pump cover 6. Disassembly Tightening torque 1
Remove 6 bolts, oil pump cover 1 , drive gear and Oil pump bolt a : 7. If inside diameter exceeds
limit, replace oil pump body. Tip clearance between inner gear and outer gear Standard: 0.
Bearing 5. O-ring 9. Clutch plate Race 6. Return spring Clutch disc Thrust washer 3. Clutch
cylinder 7. Snap ring S5JB0A Disassembly 1 Remove retaining ring 1 , brake backing plate 2 ,
brake disc 3 and brake plate 4 in that order. Input shaft 5. Retaining ring 9. Piston 6. Bearing
race Froward clutch hub 3. Return spring 7. Bearing Direct clutch hub 4. Standard free length of
forward clutch piston return spring IYSQ 4. Bearing race 5. Clutch disc 9. Bearing 6. Direct
clutch inner piston 3. Retaining ring 7. Direct clutch cylinder 4. Center support 6. Second coast
brake plate Second brake piston : Do not reuse. O-ring 7. Second coast brake disc Special tool
A : â€” IYSQ 5 After removing clutch backing plate 1 , remove second coast brake plate 3 and
second coast brake disc 2. Then remove piston gear. Inner shaft 6. Front planetary gear Front
planetary ring gear Bearing race 2. Reverse brake plate Rear planetary gear Output shaft

assembly 3. IYSQ 6 Remove thrust washer 1 , rear planetary gear 2 and rear planetary sun gear
3. Manual valve 5. Plate 9. Solenoid clamp Valve body assembly 2. TCC control solenoid valve 6.
Shift solenoid valve A Solenoid clamp bolt : 5. Standard free length of reverse brake piston
NOTE return spring Make sure that thrust bearing output shaft Install planetary gear assembly
to transmission case so that aligned lugs fit in groove in transmission case. Then install
converter housing 1 and figure as numbered and check operation sound of tighten housing bolt
to specified torque. Tightening torque Tightening torque Oil strainer bolt a : 5. Confirmation can
be done by measuring dimension between end surface of housing case 2 and drive plate
installation seat. Page Spring compressor No. Tech 2, 2. DLC cable, 4. Cigarette cable, 6. DLC
loopback adapter, 7. This transmission provides five forward speeds and one reverse speed.
The 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th speeds are for speed reduction drive, 5th speed is for direct drive.
Worn shift fork or synchronizer sleeve Replace. Weak or damaged locating spring Replace.
Transmission front case Reverse gear shift lever Transmission rear case Reverse shift locating
Input shaft needle bearing : Apply sealant to mating surface of rear case and adapter case. Gear
shift control lever knob 9. Gear shift lever rear case bolt Gear shift lever case cover bolt 2. Gear
shift control lever boot Gear shift shaft 8. Gear shift locating retainer Gear shift lever front case
bolt 2. Gear shift lever front case 9. Gear shift locating spring Low speed gear shift shaft 4. Low
speed gear shift fork 7. Gear shift shaft ball : Apply grease to ball. High speed gear shift fork 5.
If Tightening torque leakage exists, correct or repair it. Removal If resistance is not as specified
below, replace back up light switch. S5JB0A When replacement of mounting parts are
necessary, 3 Set new gear shift arm inner pin 1 and outer pin 2 torque bolts as specified below.
Page Apply thread lock cement to gear shift locating bolts 3 , and then tighten them. Page 1.
Tighten case bolts 2 to specified torque. If its inside diameter exceeds specification, Input shaft
front bearing circlip 2 must be replace it. Inside diameter standard of gear 3rd and 4th gear: If
clearance is out of specification, tool and hammer. Page Clutch Clutch: 5C-1 The diaphragm
spring is of a tapering-finger type, which is a solid ring in the outer diameter part, with a series
of tapered fingers pointing inward. Page Component Location 5C-2 Clutch: Clutch fluid hose 6.
Brake master cylinder reservoir 1. Clutch master cylinder 4. Clutch operating cylinder assembly
7. Clutch fluid pipe joint 2. Clutch facings dirty with oil Replace disc. Release bearing slides
unsmoothly Replace clutch operating cylinder assembly. Wobbly clutch disc, or poor facing
Replace disc. Page Repair Instructions 5C-4 Clutch: Tighten mounting bolts to specified torque.
If abnormality is found, replace it as assembly. Grease I 5 Join transmission assembly with
engine. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. For more information go to
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including chemicals, which is known to
the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. How often
should you change the brake pads and rotors of the Suzuki Grand Vitara? Is there a definite
interval for brake maintenance? Although manufacturers have a recommended schedule,
there's no fool-proof or clear-cut interval when it comes to changing the brake pads and rotors.
You simply can't predict when brake pads or rotors will wear out or break fully. There are more
than a few factors affecting the condition and quality of these brake components. The list
includes your driving habits, road conditions, driving situations, brake pad material, and type of
brake rotor, among other things. For instance, if you tend to ride on the brakes, you're putting
more stress on the brake components as compared to drivers who maintain constant speed and
slow down more smoothly. A stop-and-go traffic would be harsher on the brakes than on steady
highway driving. The road patterns also affect the overall brake condition and performance.
Brake rotors typically last longer than brake pads. These brake components should be checked
every once in a while, such as when you get your tire rotation done twice a year. If you're
hearing squeals already or noticing any brake system irregularity, you should have the
thickness of the pads checked to see if it's still within the recommended specs by the
manufacturer. If you change your brake pads even before they get too thin or get too worn out,
you can prolong the life of your rotors. If the rotors already have deep grooves or are badly
warped, turning them may not be the best solution. You have to replace them. When I changed
the oil on my Suzuki, the golden brown color has shifted to black. Should I worry about it? I've
changed the motor lubricant after about 3, miles. It's not a cause for alarm or concern. It's not
unusual for motor oil to turn black as the lubricant circulates around the engine, absorbing dirt
from the different components in the process. It also traps oxidized oil and some clots. There
could also be metal flakes in it as it lubricates and cleans the engine. As long as you change oil
regularly, as recommended by the manufacturer, this shouldn't be a problem. Just be sure to
check the oil level from time to time. Don't starve your engine with the much-needed fluid. The
ride quality of my Suzuki has deteriorated over time. It's not as firm or as smooth as it used.
When I drive, it seems a bit wobbly, no longer as comfortable as it used. What could be the

problem here? It looks like you need to have your shocks and springs checked and fixed to
restore optimum ride quality and enjoy improved braking efficiency and vehicle handling. These
parts tend to wear out after 60, miles, depending on the use. Before changing them, check other
related components, as poor ride quality and issues with drivability may also be attributed to
other faulty parts in the steering and suspension system. If you'll be replacing the shocks and
springs, you have to get the whole set, for the front and the rear. They would work better that
way, ensuring better shock-absorbing quality. They'll also last longer since stress from the
shocks can be evenly distributed on all sides of the vehicle. Suzuki has always been an auto
manufacturer with a niche all its own. Unable to catch up with the dominance of other Japanese
manufacturers who were battling for top spot in the car segment, Suzuki decided to focus on
SUVsâ€”particularly the smaller variants. The Grand Vitara is actually an enlarged version of the
much-smaller Vitara. Looking at it today, it is hard to imagine that, in its original offering, the
Grand Vitara looked so much like a jeepâ€”for now it is an amazingly reliable platform paired
with good looks. When the Grand Vitara came out in , a full decade after the Vitara first debuted,
it was a completely different machine altogether. For one thing, it was fully a four-door affair.
For another thing, it was slightly larger and more powerful. While intended to be sold
side-by-side with the original Vitara, the Grand Vitara eventually out-paced the originalâ€”which
was withdrawn in The version is a perfect exemplar with a 2. It used a longitudinally mounted
engine and was rear-wheel drive. Full four-wheel drive was an in-cabin selectable option. The
most widely available version was the 5-door, although a 3-door model was also available. Until
, the standard engine was a 4-cylinder, 2. In the latter half of , the Grand Vitara got a major
facelift and two new engines. The basic engine was a 2. For the so-called flagship prestige
models, a V6 was made available. This could put out a whopping horsepower and over pounds
per foot in torque. The addition of VVT to both engine choices improved fuel economy to a
significant degree. Safety was also an important consideration for this latest offeringâ€”with
additional airbags installed. In the second quarter of this year, following 4 years of service, the
Grand Vitara once more got an upgrade. Powered by a 2. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Suzuki Grand
Vitara Alternator. Suzuki Grand Vitara Axle Assembly. Suzuki Grand Vitara Blower Motor. Suzuki
Grand Vitara Brake Booster. Suzuki Grand Vitara Brake Caliper. Suzuki Grand Vitara Brake Disc.
Suzuki Grand Vitara Brake Drum. Suzuki Grand Vitara Bumper Cover. Suzuki Grand Vitara
Catalytic Converter. Suzuki Grand Vitara Control Arm. Suzuki Grand Vitara Fender. Suzuki
Grand Vitara Floor Mats. Suzuki Grand Vitara Fuel Filter. Suzuki Grand Vitara Fuel Pump. Suzuki
Grand Vitara Headlight. Suzuki Grand Vitara Ignition Coil. Suzuki Grand Vitara Muffler. Suzuki
Grand Vitara Rocker Panel. Suzuki Grand Vitara Serpentine Belt. Suzuki Grand Vitara Spark
Plug. Suzuki Grand Vitara Starter. Suzuki Grand Vitara Steering Rack. Suzuki Grand Vitara T
Connector. Suzuki Grand Vitara Tail L
chevy equinox manual
tdi jetta
2006 trailblazer interior
ight. Suzuki Grand Vitara Throttle Body. Suzuki Grand Vitara Water Pump. Suzuki Grand Vitara
Window Motor. Suzuki Grand Vitara Window Regulator. Suzuki Grand Vitara Wiper Blade.
Suzuki Grand Vitara Wiper Motor. Refine by:. See All. Shop Suzuki Grand Vitara Parts. Showing
1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: S Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RS Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Suzuki Grand
Vitara Customer Reviews. Dec 20, I had to trim mine just a little, then add extra retaining screw.
Joseph Napier. Purchased on Dec 20, Trim a little and will work. Hard to find piece. I trimmed
with a knife and added extra retaining screw's to hold in the preferred place. Also will need to
prime and paint with rattle can paint. Purchased on Oct 02, Suzuki Grand Vitara Guides. Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

